PROGRAM GUIDE

Week 20
Sunday May 14th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

PopAsia TV - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination
for all things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest
Asian celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and
activities in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a
must-see live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

10:00 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

10:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:25 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:55 pm

States Of Undress - Russia - In Russia, Western fashion is hard to come by due to
sanctions. But in a country where buying a fur coat is almost a rite of passage, the demand
for luxury brands is only growing. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
PG(S)
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1:40 pm

10,000 BC - Winter is approaching and the tribe needs to ensure they have enough food
and wood to survive the next four weeks. Since Steve left, Mel is in charge of rations. Paul
has had bronchial pneumonia for three days, but when he returns to the camp he
challenges Mel on her plan. With so much work to do, the tribe can’t afford to lose another
member. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

2:30 pm

We Are Young - This eight-part reality series follows two exchange students - one from
China and one from Australia. The two will live and study in each other's country for 30
days. This could be a big challenge for the teenagers, who may feel excited, but also
frustrated by their new conditions. The students will learn about their new surroundings,
including what local teenagers eat, what they watch on television, and how they handle
their studies. (S.1,Ep.4) (From China, in Mandarin and English) (Entertainment Series)
(Rpt) G

3:35 pm

The Brain: China - The Brain is a talent show that celebrates the gifted minds and
incredible skills of extraordinary men, women, and children. In each episode, seven
contestants must perform mental and physical challenges that are impossible for the
everyday person, such as solving a series of Rubik’s Cube completely blindfolded in under
five minutes. Candidates who successfully complete their personal challenge progress to
the final round and qualify for the winning vote at the end of the show. The TV audience
ultimately decides who the most skilful person in the country is. (From China, in Mandarin)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:25 pm

Tough Young Teachers - This British documentary series follows the journey of six new
graduate teachers as they understand what it means to be responsible for a classroom of
young people. On the first day of term, six trainees are in the deep end. Oxford graduate
Charles teaches at Lanfranc School in Croydon, a run-down and overcrowded
comprehensive. Nick and Meryl both teach at the Harefield Academy, a school in
Northwest London that sits in a traditional working class community. Meanwhile, Claudenia
and Oliver are under pressure to get results at Crown Woods College in Eltham, South
London. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **New Series Premiere**

6:30 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G

7:20 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

8:35 pm

Kinky Business - Exploring the bizarre and highly lucrative business of bespoke online
fetish video production, this documentary follows a growing number of producers as they
make their fortune delivering other people’s fantasies on tape. From eye crossing
fetishists, to balloon and bubblegum poppers, roll neck-shamers and ear diddling
enthusiasts, the world is in the grip of a secret fetish obsession, with an army of amateur
filmmakers ready to cater to our every quirky need. Welcome to the world of porn to order.
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Sexuality) MA(S,A)
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9:30 pm

Rivals - Aussie Rules - Rivals gets on the field and into the ring through a series of
compelling stories at the fringe of culture and politics, across a range of places and people
through the one lens that connects them all: sport. Australia plays football one way: their
way. And the most heated rivalry in the country's most cherished game is marked by
broken jaws, foul mouths and phallic tattoos. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Class. TBC) **New Series Premiere**

9:55 pm

Rivals - Battle Of Algiers - Algeria is home to North Africa's biggest soccer derby. This
all-consuming rivalry is rooted not in hate, but love – love for the game that forged their
country through revolution. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC)
**New Episode**

10:25 pm

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator
Samantha Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and
relevant issues in her very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha
tackles the taboo topics in a way that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt)
M

11:15 pm

Sex Toys: Frisky Business - This is a cheeky peek into the lives of staff at the UK’s
biggest sex toy retailer. Funny and frank, this observational series goes behind-the-scenes
at successful business Lovehoney, which sells one out of every three sex toys bought
online in the UK. The six-part series follows the colourful ups and downs of working life at
the company’s HQ, a warehouse on a trading estate in the genteel city of Bath. (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) MA(S) CC

12:10 am

Sex Toys: Frisky Business - Rabbits - Sex toy ideas often come from the most
unexpected quarter. The company launches a ‘Design a Sex Toy’ competition. It’s a
chance for the public to submit their own toy ideas. Previous competitions have yielded
worldwide best sellers and lot of laughs. This year is no exception. Elsewhere, web TV
presenter Annabelle produces her very own range of sex toys and the returns department
is overrun with rabbit vibrators when the company launches a used toy ‘amnesty’. (From
the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) MA(S) CC

1:05 am

Sex Toys: Frisky Business - Burlesque - The erotic Fifty Shades of Grey novels
captured the imagination of men and women worldwide. At the sex toy warehouse,
demand for bondage gear has gone through the roof. A long-awaited delivery of whips and
spankers from China finally arrives. But it’s covered in mould. With the company keen to
capitalise on our passion for bondage, they launch a vintage range based on 50’s pin up
model Bettie Page. It’s up to the women in the content team to flog the retro gear, so writer
Jess heads to a tattoo convention in London to try and drum up trade. But will shoppers be
willing to buy bondage gear in public? (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(S)
CC

2:05 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Monday May 15th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil,
no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Eurovision Song Contest 2017 Final - The winner of the Eurovision Song Contest 2017
will be crowned. The Grand Final sees 10 acts from each Semi Final come together with
host country Ukraine and the 'Big Five' - Spain, France, Italy, Germany and the UK to
battle for the title of Eurovision Song Contest winner. SBS's new Eurovision hosts Myf
Warhurst and Joel Creasey will be ready on the ground from the International Exhibition
Centre in Kyiv, Ukraine, to bring Australians every angle of the Grand Final action. (From
the Ukraine, in English) (Entertainment) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

4:00 pm

365: Every Day Documentaries - I Like The Imperfections - A story from Alexandre
about family, patience and imperfections. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Short) G

4:05 pm

The Event Makers - The story of young Australians following their dreams and rallying to
leave a dent on the world. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Rpt) G

4:10 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - Toronto - Zack Mirza begins a magic journey across North
America in his hometown of Toronto. He delights locals with close-up magic, and explores
his old haunts like the magic shop where his obsession began. He performs for Toronto
Raptors star, Terrence Ross -- blowing his mind with a basketball trick shot for the ages.
Finally, Zack embarks on the most ambitious card illusion he's ever attempted. (S.1 Ep.1)
(From Canada) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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4:40 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Legends/Johannesburg - Designer, model, swimmer and
renaissance man Brett Rogers travels across South Africa to track down the most mouthwatering food establishments, the coolest microbreweries, and the edgiest tattoo parlours.
In this first episode, Brett explores Johannesburg, his home town and the birthplace of
some of South Africa's most successful institutions. (S.1 Ep.1) (From South Africa, in
English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Killer Ping Pong Ball/Ice Cannon - The Mythbusters crew return to bring
the sexy back to science. Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman, along with their fellow
science super geeks Kari, Tory and Grant push their expertise to the limit as they mix,
concoct, launch, explode, race, smash, shake, inflate, crash and bang their way through a
bunch of brand new experiments as they separate fact from fiction. In tonight's series
return, Adam and Jamie tackle the tall tale that supersonic ping-pong can go lethally
wrong! Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory tackle the ballistic mystery from history Ice
Cannon. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

South Park - Major Boobage - The boys try to help Kenny kick the latest drug craze that
has become a hit with schoolchildren across the nation - male cat urine can get one really
high. Fox News covers the new craze, known as 'cheesing' and Kyle's father, Gerald, goes
on a crusade to ban cats. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,D) CC

8:30 pm

10:45 pm

12:15 am

MOVIE:
Midnight Express - In 1970, while boarding an international flight out of Istanbul Airport,
American Billy Hayes is caught attempting to smuggle 2kg of hashish out of the country,
the drugs strapped to his body. He's told he'll be released if he cooperates with authorities
to identify the person who sold him the hashish. Billy's troubles really begin when he
makes a run for it and is recaptured, sentenced to four years for possession with no time
for smuggling. (From the US) (Drama) (Movie) (1978) (Rpt) MA(V)
MOVIE:
Point Blank - One night happily married nurse Samuel saves the life of a mysterious caraccident victim. He soon realises the man he has saved is a violent criminal, and after his
wife is kidnapped he is drawn into a web of crime and corruption. (From France, in French)
(Film) (Thriller) (2010) (Rpt) MAV(V)
Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)
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Monday May 15th, 2017
12:45 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

1:15 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

1:45 am

Rivals - Battle Of Algiers - Algeria is home to North Africa's biggest soccer derby. This
all-consuming rivalry is rooted not in hate, but love – love for the game that forged their
country through revolution. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class.
TBC)

2:15 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Nepali News - News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

The Sorcerer And The White Snake - Action director Ching Siu-Tung helms this fantasy
film based on an old Chinese legend about an herbalist who falls in love with a thousandyear-old snake demon disguised as a woman. Jet Li stars as a monk who discovers her
true identity and battles to save the man's soul. Nominated for Best Action Choreography
at the 2012 Hong Kong Film Awards. Also stars Shengyi Huang and Raymond Lam. (From
China, in Mandarin) (Action Adventure) (2011) (Rpt) M(A,V)

2:00 pm

Savage U - Dan Savage, sex-advice columnist extraordinaire, is goes on a cross-country
tour - visiting college campuses and answering students' most personal questions about
sex, dating, and relationships. Savage U follows Dan as he drives into university towns
across the U.S. answering any question with humour and brutal honesty. Dan will hit the
streets of each campus, ready to get a real feel for what makes each school's sex and
relationship culture unique. From the student centre to night-time hot spots, Dan will talk to
students about what really goes on between the stacks, who's hooking up and who's
holding back. And he'll give one-on-one advice and listen to students' unique questions,
concerns, and curiosities about sex and relationships. From the serious to the silly - no
topic is taboo, too kinky or too conservative. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(S,L)
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
2:30 pm

Savage U - Dan Savage, sex-advice columnist extraordinaire, is goes on a cross-country
tour - visiting college campuses and answering students' most personal questions about
sex, dating, and relationships. Savage U follows Dan as he drives into university towns
across the U.S. answering any question with humour and brutal honesty. Dan will hit the
streets of each campus, ready to get a real feel for what makes each school's sex and
relationship culture unique. From the student centre to night-time hot spots, Dan will talk to
students about what really goes on between the stacks, who's hooking up and who's
holding back. And he'll give one-on-one advice and listen to students' unique questions,
concerns, and curiosities about sex and relationships. From the serious to the silly - no
topic is taboo, too kinky or too conservative. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(S,L)

3:00 pm

Street Genius - Raining Fire - Tim Shaw takes on more scientific challenges and invites
members of the public to guess the outcome when he attempts to find the best improvised
BBQ lighters, the smallest number of parts needed to create an electric motor and the
most efficient way to cook a breakfast - using a car! Plus he demonstrates the incredible
power of empty space, the way to achieve perfect synchronicity, and the effects of putting
a party balloon in a microwave. (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - Niagara Falls - Zack heads to the site of one of the great
wonders of the natural world, Niagara Falls, to do his first ever stage performance. He's
going to perform an illusion as part of internationally-renowned magician Greg Frewin's
stage act. Zack pulls out all the stops preparing for the show, but can he overcome his
fears and prove he belongs on the same stage as one of the best magicians in the
business? (S.1 Ep.2) (From Canada) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Girls, Girls, Girls - Brett travels through the reaches of
Johannesburg to find some of the city's most innovative women, starting at the Medical
Arts Building. He meets Happy Sakanka at the Oakes Brewery, which boasts an 'all-girl
brewed' craft beer. Then, he meets three of Johannesburg's most creative tattoo artists:
Ethel Laka, one of the only Black female tattoo artists in the country; Lauren Peachfish;
and Marisa Noordergraaf, the inventor of the unique and possibly insane 'tattoo roulette'.
(S.1 Ep.2) (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Rivals - Aussie Rules - Rivals gets on the field and into the ring through a series of
compelling stories at the fringe of culture and politics, across a range of places and people
through the one lens that connects them all: sport. Australia plays football one way: their
way. And the most heated rivalry in the country's most cherished game is marked by
broken jaws, foul mouths and phallic tattoos. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

The Foodies - The story of young Australians following their dreams and rallying to leave
a dent on the world. (From Australia) (Short) G
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6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Herding Cats/Full Of Crap/Greased Pig - On this Mythsion Impossible
Episode, the MythBusters try to 'Herd cats' and 'catch a greased pig', but will these
implausible idioms turn out to be true, or can the MythBusters make the impossible
possible? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

South Park - My Future Self 'n' Me - A freak electric storm causes Stan's future self to
return to the present. Stan's future self is an unemployed drug addict, but Stan suspects
that it is a hoax. Meanwhile, Cartman is at the helm of a new money making venture: the
revenge business. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,W) CC

8:30 pm

Search Party - The Mysterious Disappearance Of The Girl No One Knew - A group of
four self-absorbed young adults come together when a former college acquaintance,
Chantal mysteriously disappears. Dory (Alia Shawkat, Arrested Development), Drew (John
Reynolds), Elliott (John Early), and Portia (Meredith Hagner) are by no means crime
solvers. In fact, their idea of a good time consists of brunch, parties and their own loud
opinions. So when Dory drags them into a bumbling, perilous pursuit to find Chantal, they
soon learn the meaning of real danger. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(S,L)
**New Series Premiere**

8:55 pm

Search Party - The Woman Who Knew Too Much - Dory (Alia Shawkat) begins to doubt
whether she saw Chantal the night before, but an offbeat realtor claims that she has the
proof that Dory is looking for. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(S,L)
**New Episode**

9:20 pm

Hamilton's Pharmacopeia - The Lazy Lizard School Of Hedonism - Hamilton Morris
meets with famed LSD chemist Casey Hardison in the Nevada desert and embarks on a
roadtrip to visit a key figure in psychedelic history: Darrell Lemaire. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) **New Episode**

10:10 pm

Abandoned - Native Land - The Northern BC Coast is a land of wild, almost supernatural
beauty. Rick McCrank visits the abandoned husks of industry towns gone bust that blight
this majestic landscape. (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series) PG **New
Episode**

11:00 pm

Abandoned - New Orleans D.I.Y - The DIY ethic is the DNA of skateboarding and the
cornerstone of community. Rick McCrank spot-checks New Orleans to see how the locals
deal with lost spaces and takes a field trip to the sunken Six Flags. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) M(L) **Final Episode**

11:50 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:20 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)
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12:50 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

1:20 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

1:50 am

Flophouse - How Come At The Convent - Comedian Kate Willett lives in a collective of
artists, musicians, activists, and comedians in San Francisco called "The Convent." They
host a rooftop party and stand-up comedy performances by Jesse Elias, Matt Lieb, Chris
Thayer, Sad Vicious. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S)

2:15 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and
current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news, in
English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

African News - African news in English from France 24.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Marriage And Other Disasters - Set in the beautiful city of Florence, this Italian romantic
comedy follows Nana (Margherita Buy). a love-weary 40-something bookstore owner who
shrugs off the marital naggings of her family in favour of a quiet life with her cat. However,
unbeknown to her pushy family, Nana is secretly in love with a self-centred novelist
(Mohammed Bakri) who exploits her kindness at every opportunity. When Nana is asked to
plan her sister’s wedding, anything that can go wrong does go wrong for the anti-marriage
cynic. But when the smoke clears, she is forced to question her philosophies on life and
love. Directed by Nina Di Majo. (From Italy, in Italian) (Film) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(L)

1:45 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - From One Genius To Another - Eight year old Felix is an
enthusiastic stargazer with a predilection for complex astronomy who causes an accident
when he draws a picture of the solar system on the highway. Semir and Ben try to bond
with him, but as Felix is autistic, he lets nobody get close to him except Hartmut, a fellow
stargazer. After finding out that Felix's mother is in a coma after having been beaten up,
Semir and Ben suspect she could be in a heist and Felix may know where the money is.
(From Germany, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(L)

2:40 pm

Woman With Gloria Steinem - Zambia: Child Brides - Follow a 14-year-old Zambian girl
through a pre-wedding ritual before she marries a 48-year-old man, and we learn how child
marriage threatens the entire region. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
PG
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Street Genius - Deep Heat - Tim Shaw demonstrates dramatic ways to understand the
natural forces at work in our everyday lives. From thermite burning at thousands of
degrees, to the powers of liquid oxygen, witness the incredible truth about why things do
what they do, with members of the public trying to anticipate the surprising outcomes of
Tim’s experiments. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

3:40 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:10 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - New York - Failure could mean a painful death for Zack Mirza as
he hits the streets of New York City to perform all-new shock magic that pays tribute to
hometown heroes David Blaine and Harry Houdini. After a stop at the Conjuring Arts
Center, Zack takes a page out of Houdini's book by attempting his idol's daring and
dangerous needle-swallowing trick in the heart of Manhattan. (S.1 Ep.3) (From Canada)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

4:40 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Soweto - Brett takes a look at a different side of the country
and travels to South Africa’s largest township, Soweto. Township life is a culture on its
own, and the birth place of Chisa Nyama, the practice of choosing meat off the butchers
rack and having it cooked atop an open flame. Brett visits one of Soweto’s most successful
venues, Panyaza 707, to get a taste of township life, food and booze. (S.1 Ep.3) (From
South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

5:10 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:40 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:40 pm

Mythbusters - Bullet Baloney - The MythBusters take on five filmic firearm cliches: Will a
bent-barreled shot gun fire? Can you fire a gun in space? Will a gun dropped in a deep
fryer go off? What weird items will stop a bullet? Plus find out if a neon sign will really
explode when hit by a bullet. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

7:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

8:05 pm

Brooklyn Nine-Nine - Brand new episodes of the award-winning comedy series continue
to be fast-tracked from the US. Detective Jake Peralta (Andy Samberg), his diverse,
lovable colleagues and their boss, Captain Holt (Andre Braugher) police the NYPD's 99th
precinct. (S.4 Ep.19) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class. TBC) **New Episode**
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9:00 pm

10:40 pm

Brooklyn Nine-Nine - Brand new episodes of the award-winning comedy series continue
to be fast-tracked from the US. Detective Jake Peralta (Andy Samberg), his diverse,
lovable colleagues and their boss, Captain Holt (Andre Braugher) police the NYPD's 99th
precinct. (S.4 Ep.20) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class. TBC) **New Episode**
MOVIE:
Fearless Vampire Killers - Who says Vampires are no laughing matter? Director Roman
Polanski hilariously spoofs the horror genre with this tale of bumbling vampire hunters and
the beautiful young damsel in distress - who is quite happy being undead. (From the US)
(Comedy) (Movie) (1967) (Class. TBC)
MOVIE:
An American Werewolf In London - In this classic horror film, two American college
students on a walking tour of Britain are attacked by a werewolf that none of the locals will
admit exists. (From the US) (Film) (Horror) (Rpt) MA(H,V)

12:35 am

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:05 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)

1:30 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

2:00 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

2:30 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu),
in Somali, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Cracks In The Shell - After growing up in Denmark, young actress Fine returns to her
family in Germany and takes up drama classes. Despite tireless work, her teacher
crushingly announces that she is “invisible” on stage, and she feels defeated until a
renowned theatre director casts her in his play. Believing this could be her big break, she
begins to lose herself in the complicated role of the sexually aggressive Camilla. Her grip
on reality begins to fray, as the role takes over her life with dangerous consequences.
(From Germany, in German) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) M(N,A,S,L)

2:00 pm

Alarm For Cobra 11 - The Conspiracy - Ben sees what looks like a murder in the building
opposite his apartment, but he doesn't have any evidence and no-one believes him - not
even his own partner Semir. The more he searches for evidence and the corpse, the more
deeply entangled he becomes in a murderous conspiracy. (From Germany, in German)
(Crime Series) (Rpt) M(A,L)

3:00 pm

Street Genius - Blown Apart - Tim Shaw, the guru of street science, invites us to see if
he can make ice cream using CO2 from a fire extinguisher, beat a rubber ball in a
bouncing contest, cut through metal using heat from a ham lance, and blow up a garden
shed using only the normal contents you would find within one. (S.1 Ep.11) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G
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3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - Zack explores the City Of Brotherly Love to uncover the legacy of
the great magician, Harry Kellar who was idolized by Houdini and was the inspiration for
the Wizard in The Wizard of Oz. Just one problem, Kellar’s theater burned downed
decades ago, and there is no trace of him left in Philly. But Zack tracks down a living
descendant of the legendary magician, and inspired by tales of the master's pioneering
illusions, performs a compelling tribute to one of magic's all time greats. (S.1 Ep.4) (From
Canada) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

4:30 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Braamfontein - Brett returns to his home city of
Johannesburg to explore the newly rejuvenated city district of Braamfontien. His first stop
is Love Food, to meet Jamie Lorge and her concept of the ‘Harvest table’, a way to ensure
the community eats fresh food daily. Brett heads to Anti. Est., the newest bar on the
Braamfontein strip. They use Inverroche gin and Brett really wanted to explore where this
delicious gin comes from, so he heads off to the distillery to meet the powerful mother and
son team that created it. Brett wraps up his Braamfontien journey at 1933 Classic Tattoos,
where the incredibly talented Rasty will share his piece on the tattoo world as well as his
first love, graffiti. (S.1 Ep.4) (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

The Good Vibe Guys - The story of young Australians following their dreams and rallying
to leave a dent on the world. (From Australia) (Short) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Exploding Still/Moonshine Run - In this moonshiner-inspired episode, the
MythBusters find out if an exploding moonshine still could blow your house down and if you
really could use hooch to fuel an unmodified car on a "moonshine run". (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator
Samantha Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and
relevant issues in her very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha
tackles the taboo topics in a way that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) M
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Dateline - Korea's Internet Addicts - Some teens in South Korea are so addicted to
gaming, they can no longer distinguish what's real and what's not. Dateline follows them as
they go through intense month-long digital rehab. (An SBS Production) (Current Affairs)
(Rpt) CC

9:00 pm

The Truth About Female Desire - A revealing look at what women really want and are
willing to do to get it. A generation ago a woman who liked sex went to great lengths to
hide it. Now she brags about it. New science about female sexuality, coupled with
advances in technology, makes it possible for women to pursue their desires like never
before. This provocative, honest and entertaining look at female desire smashes centuriesold constructs designed to control female sexuality and reveals a generation of women
who expect power in both the boardroom and the bedroom. (From Canada) (Documentary)
(Rpt) M(S,N,L)

9:50 pm

Party Legends - Am I In The Morgue? - Bushwick Bill, Fred Armisen, Bridget Everett and
Ryan Sickler have their wildest party stories animated. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

10:15 pm

Flophouse - Hoverboards At Babe Island - Solomon Georgio, Eric Dadourian, James
Johnson share a house in LA. They host a party and comedy show in the garage, with
performances by Clare O'Kane, Bobcat Goldthwait and more. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

10:45 pm

Sex In The World's Cities - Setting out to discover sexuality in the world’s 14 major
megacities, this sensual and libertine collection provides an entertaining and fascinating
journey into sexual practices the world over. Is sex experienced the same way in all 4
corners of the world? Unlikely! Because the men and women of each city tell of specific
identities. There are those that fake it and those that really do make it! There are all sorts
of fetishists and their perversions. There are those that change gender, etc. A series that
won’t let you down - and won’t leave you feeling indifferent! (From France) (Documentary)
(Rpt) MA (S, N, A)

11:45 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:10 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (Entertainment) (Entertainment) (Class. TBC)

12:35 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

1:05 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

1:35 am

Abandoned - New Orleans D.I.Y - The DIY ethic is the DNA of skateboarding and the
cornerstone of community. Rick McCrank spot-checks New Orleans to see how the locals
deal with lost spaces and takes a field trip to the sunken Six Flags. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L)
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Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and European
news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Armenian News - News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
White Night Wedding - As middle-aged professor Jon prepares to tie the knot with a
student half his age, events conspire against him. His future mother-in-law is vehemently
opposed to the marriage, his first wife won’t get off his back, and his best man is never
sober for long. Jon begins to question whether love is enough. Winner of seven Icelandic
Edda Awards in 2008, including Best Film. Directed by Baltasar Kormákur and stars Hilmir
Snær Guðnason, Margrét Vilhjálmsdóttir and Laufey Elíasdóttir. (From Iceland, in
Icelandic) (Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M(N,S,L)

1:55 pm

Alarm for Cobra 11 - The Black Madonna - A gang of treasure thieves will evidently stop
at nothing in their search for the “Black Madonna”, a valuable sculpture. Their
investigations take Ben and Semir from a university laboratory to the depths of an old
mine. This hunt into the past turns out to be a trip full of surprises, one of which involves
Ben’s ambitious ex-girlfriend Katrin who plays a very mysterious role. (From Germany, in
German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(L,A)

2:50 pm

365: Every Day Documentaries - I Cooked Portuguese Octopus - A story from Manuel
about family, food and hostel life. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Short) G

2:55 pm

The Foodies - The story of young Australians following their dreams and rallying to leave
a dent on the world. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Short) (Rpt) G
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Street Genius - Breaking Point - Tim Shaw explains why things do what they do. He
attempts a familiar tablecloth trick, goes on a rescue mission for melted ice cream, poses a
heavyweight challenge for ordinary balloons, experiments with a vacuum chamber and a
pile of marshmallows and attempts to blow open the door of a safe using an explosive
charge. (S.1 Ep.12) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Illusions Of Grandeur - Detroit - Zack heads to Detroit to perform some mind-boggling
tricks. Unfortunately, a torrential downpour drenches the city and Zack gets rained out.
Luckily for Zack, the world's largest gathering of magicians is taking place in a nearby town
called Colon. Zack heads to the self-proclaimed "magic capital of the world" and soaks up
the vibes in a village that is absolutely magic obsessed, performing magic and
encountering some world class magicians. Inspired by the magic lovers in Colon, Zack
returns to Detroit to attempt his most dangerous stunt yet. (S.1 Ep.5) (From Canada)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Food, Booze And Tattoos - Durban - Brett heads to the coast to visit the ultimate beachgoers destination, the city of Durban. He begins his journey at Freedom Cafe, an authentic
foodie hotspot, to meet Lucy Markewicz, who has a hand in everything from cooking to the
restaurants unique design. The next stop is Quills brewery, a quaint yet masterful craft
beer producer situated in the Valley of 1000 Hills. Jon and his wife believe in keeping it
small and personal, and run the brewery in conjunction with Chef school. (S.1 Ep.5) (From
South Africa, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

Vs. Arashi Series - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols
Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and
very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:30 pm

The Friday Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, indepth features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you
the stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing, Mark Humphries and Evan Williams. It's a
global outlook with a local focus. (An SBS Production)
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Legally Brown - In Spirit Time, Imran Farook offers his take on spiritual yoga, or 'spoga'.
The Prince of Mumbai is casting hopeful girls for his new reality series 'Make Me a
Princess'. Nazeem is on the streets as a charity collector with a bucket, but definitely
without a cause. Prince Harry's humanitarian, army hero body-double Gary is here to help
him keep up royal appearances while he is partying hard on his gap year. (Commissioned
by SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC

8:30 pm

Adam Looking For Eve - An original and experimental approach to the dating arena, this
program explores how adventurous singles on a quest for true love interact when they bare
all. With no clothes or makeup to hide behind, and with all barriers removed, it is literally
the naked truth. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) MA(N)

9:20 pm

Twiz And Tuck - Twiz and Tuck follows the lives of a gender fluid person and their
transgender best friend as the duo travel and take in all that's weird and wonderful along
the way. Twiz and Tuck set off on the first leg of Tuck's Bachelor Party road trip. They
head west from New York City and connect with a martial arts expert in Michigan. (S.1
Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) **New Series Premiere**

9:50 pm

Twiz And Tuck - Tuck reconnects with his ex from high school and invites a new friend to
join them on their journey. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC)
**New Episode**

10:15 pm

Housos - Jailbreak - When Beryl is arrested for defrauding Centerlink, the Housos riot in
protest. But while Beryl gets away, Franky, Dazza, Kev and Reg are arrested and put in
jail. While Reg thrives in prison, poor Dazza is hounded by Bubbles who is looking for a
girlfriend. So Dazza convinces the boys to try and escape. Meanwhile, Shazza and
Vanessa are hard up for cash while the boys are gone and try out some new scams. Stars
Paul Fenech, Jason Davis and Elle Dawe. (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt)
MA (D,S,L) CC

10:45 pm

MOVIE:
Painted Skin - This action-fantasy opus from Hong Kong director Gordon Chan is set in
the Yuan Dynasty of the 13th and 14th centuries. When a gruesome serial killer begins to
strike all over the city, killing her victims by ripping out their hearts, suspicion falls on a
young girl, who may be an evil fox spirit in disguise. A retired general is called into unmask
the vile demon. Stars Donnie Yen, Zhou Xun and Zhao Wei. (From Hong Kong, in
Mandarin) (Martial Arts) (2008) (Rpt) M(S,A,V)

12:40 am

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:10 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who
has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the
crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)

1:40 am

PopAsia TV - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination
for all things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest
Asian celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and
activities in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a
must-see live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

2:40 am

NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture,
entertainment and more, in English.
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Friday May 19th, 2017
3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Saturday May 20th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Romanian News - News via satellite from TVRi Bucharest Romania, in Romanian, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:25 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:50 pm

Rivals - Aussie Rules - Rivals gets on the field and into the ring through a series of
compelling stories at the fringe of culture and politics, across a range of places and people
through the one lens that connects them all: sport. Australia plays football one way: their
way. And the most heated rivalry in the country's most cherished game is marked by
broken jaws, foul mouths and phallic tattoos. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

1:20 pm

Rivals - Battle Of Algiers - Algeria is home to North Africa's biggest soccer derby. This
all-consuming rivalry is rooted not in hate, but love – love for the game that forged their
country through revolution. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class.
TBC)
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1:50 pm

The Raft - In the vast expanse of the open ocean, two pairs of strangers attempt to survive
on life rafts with no food or water. On the yellow raft: fish and game warden Rod Buckler
and professional wrestler Janeshia Adams-Ginyard. A dispute over their blanket on a cold
night drives a stake between them. On the orange raft: Harvard businessman Chris Tracy
and professional freediver Mark Lozano can't find any fish to eat, and Mark sustains an
injury to his ear. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

2:40 pm

Life After Food - Brian Merchant is on the route to Soylent HQ, where 25-year-old Rob
Rhinehart and his crew whip up the internet famous hacker meal - the macro-nutritious
shake they think will soon replace the bulk of our meals. It's just one of many visions
currently vying for the future food crown. The world's population is still burgeoning, after all;
600-800 million people are going hungry every year, and the spectre of food riots is
perpetually percolating; the damage for cheap, nutritious food is greater than ever. Soylent
is a total food replacement and Brian will be living on a mixture alone just like Rob, the
man who invented it. Soylent, canola oil, fish oil capsules and water - that's Brian's entire
diet for the next month. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

3:05 pm

Hipsters - Tokyo Retro Fomo - Keen to further explore the hipsters’ love of things of the
past, Sam travels to Tokyo. Sam meets some key players in Tokyo’s vintage underground
and discovers that in Japan, hipness is not about borrowing the best bits of past
subcultures - it’s defined by all-out commitment to your chosen style. Sam returns to LA to
meet music writer Simon Reynolds, who literally wrote the book on retro. This leads Sam
to investigate hipster music. Sam meets LCD Soundsystem’s Nancy Whang and young
Australian bluesman Steve Smyth and asks them if – musically speaking – there is nothing
new under the sun. Then Sam has an epiphany: if hipsters don’t like the future, how does
the hashtag fit in? Sam heads to London and finds out why many hipsters are now
checking in to “digital detox” camps: no smartphones allowed. (S.1,Ep.5) (From Australia)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

3:40 pm

50 Ways To Kill Your Mammy - South Africa - South Africa is this week's destination for
Baz Ashmawy’s boisterous bucket list with his 71 year old Irish Mammy Nancy. Famous for
tranquil vineyards and luxury safaris, Baz will do his utmost to make sure his Mammy will
see nothing of that. In his ongoing attempt to frighten the life out of her, Baz will also
convince Mammy to run off the top of Table Mountain on a dizzying paraglide. (From the
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Abandoned - Native Land - The Northern BC Coast is a land of wild, almost supernatural
beauty. Rick McCrank visits the abandoned husks of industry towns gone bust that blight
this majestic landscape. (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:30 pm

Huang's World - Jamaica - Eddie Huang heads to Jamaica to learn about the country’s
economic struggles after its independence from Britain in 1962, and what it means to be
free in a developing country. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

6:20 pm

The Business Of Life - Introducing a new kind of talk show from Vice News, this is a fresh
perspective on the most important issues of our time, as told through the facts, figures, and
dollars that shape the world. Hosted by journalist Michael C. Moynihan, each episode
brings together an eclectic panel of writers, thinkers, policy experts, and scholars to break
down everything you need to make sense of today's most complicated topics. (S.1 Ep.1)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC)
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Saturday May 20th, 2017
6:50 pm

The Business Of Life - Introducing a new kind of talk show from Vice News, this is a fresh
perspective on the most important issues of our time, as told through the facts, figures, and
dollars that shape the world. Hosted by journalist Michael C. Moynihan, each episode
brings together an eclectic panel of writers, thinkers, policy experts, and scholars to break
down everything you need to make sense of today's most complicated topics. (S.1 Ep.2)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC)

7:20 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

8:30 pm

10:00 pm

MOVIE:
South Park: Bigger, Longer & Uncut - When the four boys see an R-rated movie
featuring Canadians Terrance and Phillip, they are pronounced 'corrupted', and their
parents pressure the United States to wage war against Canada. (From the US) (Movie)
(Comedy) (1999) (Class. TBC)
MOVIE:
This Is Spinal Tap - It really does go all the way up to 11. Iconic rock band Spinal Tap
together with director Marti DiBergi combine big hair, big egos and big hits in this thrilling
expose on the ugly beauty of rock 'n' roll. (From Spain & the US) (Movie) (1984) (Rpt) M(L)

11:35 pm

Abandoned - New Orleans D.I.Y - The DIY ethic is the DNA of skateboarding and the
cornerstone of community. Rick McCrank spot-checks New Orleans to see how the locals
deal with lost spaces and takes a field trip to the sunken Six Flags. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L)

12:25 am

Party Legends - Am I In The Morgue? - Bushwick Bill, Fred Armisen, Bridget Everett and
Ryan Sickler have their wildest party stories animated. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

12:55 am

Flophouse - Hoverboards At Babe Island - Solomon Georgio, Eric Dadourian, James
Johnson share a house in LA. They host a party and comedy show in the garage, with
performances by Clare O'Kane, Bobcat Goldthwait and more. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)

1:25 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

